
Mirror polished aluminum is one of our aluminum alloy products, it is not

easy to oxidize and not easy to break. And the mirror aluminum plate is

not easy to be corroded by acid and alkali substances and moisture in the

air.

Mirror-polished aluminum is more durable and ideal for long-term storage.

The specifications of the mirror aluminum alloys we produce include 1050

alloy mirror aluminum, 1060 alloy mirror aluminum, 3003 alloy mirror

aluminum and 1100 alloy mirror aluminum.

Let me introduce the characteristics of mirror polished aluminum.

mirror finish polish aluminum

The following describes the characteristics and advantages of the mirror

finish polish aluminum.

https://www.jcmetalchina.com/aluminum/6061-t6-aluminum-checker-plate/



1, The surface is smooth and easy to clean

The surface of the mirror aluminum sheet is smooth and clean. Even if there

is dust, you only need to carry out a simple removal with a towel to achieve

an ideal practical effect. Most of the mirror finish aluminum sheet colors

are silver, which can highlight the neatness, cleanliness and other

characteristics.

2, The gloss is beautiful, and the beauty is improved.

The mirror aluminum sheet has a variety of colors, and the lighting effect

is very good, and it has a strong reflective surface work ability. In

building decoration materials and car beauty decoration, it is often used

to highlight the shape design and its overall structure, enhance the

beauty and be generous, and be true to yourself.

3, Light material, green and environmentally friendly

The material is light, which reduces a lot of energy consumption. Uses

a large number of mirror finish polish aluminum, which not only have good

gloss, but are not easy to be oxidized by air, and have a longer service

life.

According to the needs of production and processing, the main purposes

of manufacturing mirror aluminum plates are different, and the models and

specifications of actual aluminum alloys are also different.

We can customize mirror-polished aluminum according to customer's

requirements and use environment. If necessary, please feel free to

consult.
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